
Collection Summary


Title: National Security Council Institutional Files (Carter Administration), 1977-1981


This collection contains some materials from 1976, particularly regarding the Ford/Carter transition. The bulk of the collection documents the time period of 1977-1981.

Quantity: 76 linear feet, 5 linear inches, 182 containers

Identification:
Accession Number: 80-01.f
National Archives Identifier: 623746

Scope and Content:
This collection contains the formal, institutional records of the National Security Council (NSC) and its committees, working groups, and administrative staff from the presidency of Jimmy Carter. These files consist of but are not limited to: records of deliberations of the NSC, including the Special Coordination Committee (SCC) and Policy Review Committee (PRC), as well as the Summary of Conclusions and Minutes for NSC, SCC, and PRC meetings. Also included are key executive directives and memoranda, including Presidential Directives (PDs) and Presidential Review Memoranda (PRMs.) Institutional Files also include Office Files, many of which are centered on administrative, legal, and/or topical aspects of the NSC's work. Records include minutes, reports, memoranda, cables, and related textual material. Subject content covers a broad range of foreign policy and national security issues and the role of the NSC in relation to these topics.

Closed folders are designated in RED, while open folders are designated in BLACK. Although a folder might be designated as “open,” please be aware that some or all of its contents might not be available yet due to restrictions on access. Processing and declassification review are ongoing as of 2022 so please inquire with the Library regarding the most current information.
The National Security Council was established by the National Security Act of 1947 (61 Stat. 496), amended by the National Security Act Amendments of 1949 (63 Stat. 579). Later in 1949, as part of the Reorganization Plan, the Council was placed in the Executive Office of the President. The National Security Council was the President's principal forum for considering national security and foreign policy matters with his senior national security advisors and cabinet officials. Since its inception under President Truman, the function of the Council was to advise and assist the President on national security and foreign policies. The Council also served as the President's principal arm for coordinating these policies among various government agencies.

The National Security Council was chaired by the President. Its regular attendees (both statutory and non-statutory) were the Vice President, the Secretary of State, the Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary of Defense, and the Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs. The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff was the statutory military advisor to the Council, and the Director of National Intelligence was the intelligence advisor. The Chief of Staff to the President, Counsel to the President, and the Assistant to the President for Economic Policy are invited to attend any NSC meeting. The Attorney General and the Director of the Office of Management and Budget were invited to attend meetings pertaining to their responsibilities. The heads of other executive departments and agencies, as well as other senior officials, were to attend meetings of the NSC when appropriate. The day-to-day affairs of the NSC were overseen by the President's National Security Advisor.

An August 2, 1996, decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit held that the National Security Council did not exercise substantial authority independent of the President and was therefore not an agency within the meaning of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. sec 552 (f). However, the NSC accepts and processes requests from the public and releases information as appropriate on a discretionary basis.

Restrictions:
Restrictions on Access: These papers contain documents restricted in accordance with applicable executive order(s), which governs National Security policies, applicable statutes/agency restrictions, and material which has been closed in accordance with the donor’s deed of gift. Select material is still withdrawn or unprocessed as of 2022. Options for requesting review of closed/unavailable material include Mandatory Declassification Review (MDR) requests or a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request. Some records may have been declassified-in-full or declassified-in-part via the Remote Archives Capture Program. Please consult the Library prior to your visit to inquire about availability.

Terms Governing Use and Reproduction: Copyright interest in these papers has been donated to the United States Government. Some of the records may be subject to
copyright restrictions (i.e. newspapers, publications, etc.). Researchers should contact the publisher for further information.

**Related Material:**

See also Records of the Office of the National Security Advisor (NAID 560131)

Additional NSC records can be found at other Presidential Libraries as well as with the National Security Council itself.

**Index Terms:**

To be added upon completion of processing.

**Administrative Information:**

Preferred citation: [Type of Document], [Names of Sender and Recipient or Title of Document], [Date], [Collection Title], [Folder Title], [Box Number], Jimmy Carter Presidential Library.

Processing Note: Due to the custodial history of these file units, containers 183 to 186 contained various meeting files (e.g. NSC, SCC, PRC, SCM) that were likely in use prior to transfer of material to NARA so rather than them previously having been refiled in their respective numerical places, they were most likely appended to the end of the collection prior to its transfer from the National Security Council. Since then, the file units have been placed in their logical sequence where able, appropriate, and applicable; however, please be advised that any digital identifiers—i.e. CREST or Remote Archives Capture (RAC) ESDN IDs—might point to original storage container numbers and not the final filing location post-processing.

**System of Arrangement:**

The records of the National Security Council (NSC) Institutional Files are organized by subseries: Institutional Files - Presidential Directives (PDs) and Presidential Review Memoranda (PRMs); Institutional Files - Meetings; and Institutional Files - Office Files.
Container List

Institutional Files - Presidential Directives and Presidential Review Memoranda (Subseries)

Container 1
[National Security Action Memoranda and National Security Decision Memoranda]
NSC (National Security Council) PD/NSC Index and Working Copies of PD/NSC 1-32
NSC PRM/NSC Index and PRM/NSC Status Report and Working Copies of PRM/NSC 1-47
Presidential Directives 1-32 [1-3]
Presidential Directives 33-63 [1]

Container 2
Presidential Directives 33-63 [2-3]
Presidential Review Memoranda 1-24 [1]
Presidential Review Memoranda 1-24 [2]
Presidential Review Memoranda 25-47 [1-2]

Container 3
Unclassified/Declassified PD and PRM Documents
Presidential Directive/NSC-1
Presidential Directive/NSC-2 [1-2]
Presidential Directive/NSC-3
Presidential Directive/NSC-4
Presidential Directive/NSC-5 [1-2]
Presidential Directive/NSC-6

Container 4
Presidential Directive/NSC-7 [1-2]
Presidential Directive/NSC-8 [1-4]

Container 5
Presidential Directive/NSC-8 Responses [1-5]

Container 6
Presidential Directive/NSC-8 Responses [6-7]
Presidential Directive/NSC-9 [1-2]
Presidential Directive/NSC-10
Presidential Directive/NSC-11

Container 7
Presidential Directive/NSC-12

Container 8
Presidential Directive/NSC-13 [5-6]
Presidential Directive/NSC-14 [1]
Container 9
Presidential Directive/NSC-14 [2-6]

Container 10
Presidential Directive/NSC-14 [7-10]
Presidential Directive/NSC-15
Presidential Directive/NSC-16

Container 11
Presidential Directive/NSC-17 [1-5]

Container 12
Presidential Directive/NSC-17 [6-8]
Presidential Directive/NSC-17/3 [1]

Container 13
Presidential Directive/NSC-17/3 [2-3]
Presidential Directive/NSC-18 [1]

Container 14
Presidential Directive/NSC-18 [2-6]

Container 15
Presidential Directive/NSC-18 [7-8]
Presidential Directive/NSC-19
Presidential Directive/NSC-20 [1-2]

Container 16
Presidential Directive/NSC-20 [3-5]
Presidential Directive/NSC-21
Presidential Directive/NSC-22
Presidential Directive/NSC-23 [1-2]

Container 17
Presidential Directive/NSC-24 [4-6]

Container 18
Presidential Directive/NSC-24 [7-14]

Container 19
Presidential Directive/NSC-24 - SCC Meeting 8/26/77 - PRM/NSC-22
Presidential Directive/NSC-24 - SCC Meeting 9/30/77 3:00 p.m. - PRM/NSC-22
Presidential Directive/NSC-25
Presidential Directive/NSC-26
Presidential Directive/NSC-27 [Empty]
Presidential Directive/NSC-28
Presidential Directive/NSC-29
Presidential Directive/NSC-30
Presidential Directive/NSC-31
Presidential Directive/NSC-32

Container 20
Presidential Directive/NSC-33
Presidential Directive/NSC-34
Presidential Directive/NSC-35
Presidential Directive/NSC-36
Presidential Directive/NSC-37 [1]
Presidential Directive/NSC-37 [2-3]
Presidential Directive/NSC-38
Presidential Directive/NSC-39
Presidential Directive/NSC-40

Container 21
Presidential Directive/NSC-41 [1-2]
Presidential Directive/NSC-42 [1-3]
Presidential Directive/NSC-43
Presidential Directive/NSC-44
Presidential Directive/NSC-45

Container 22
Presidential Directive/NSC-46
Presidential Directive/NSC-47
Presidential Directive/NSC-48
Presidential Directive/NSC-49 [1-2]
Presidential Directive/NSC-50 [1]
Presidential Directive/NSC-51
Presidential Directive/NSC-52 [1-2]

Container 23
Presidential Directive/NSC-53
Presidential Directive/NSC-54
Presidential Directive/NSC-55
Presidential Directive/NSC-56
Presidential Directive/NSC-57
Presidential Directive/NSC-58 [1-2]
Presidential Directive/NSC-59
Container 24
Presidential Directive/NSC-60
Presidential Directive/NSC-61 [Empty]
Presidential Directive/NSC-62
Presidential Directive/NSC-63
Microfiche - Stored in the Refrigerator
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-1 [1-3]
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-2

Container 25
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-3
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-4
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-5
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-6 [1]
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-6 -2
Review Memorandum/NSC-7
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-8 [1]

Container 26
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-8 [2-7]

Container 27
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-8 [8]
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-9 [1]
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-9 [2]
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-9 [3]
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-10 [1]

Container 28
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-10 [2-6]

Container 29
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-10 [7]
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-10 [8]
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-10 [9-11]

Container 30
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-10 [12-17]

Container 31
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-10 [18-20]
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-10 - Interim Reports to the President [1]
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-10 - Interim Reports to the President [2-3]

Container 32
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-10 - Economic Strategy and Capabilities [1-2]
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-10 - Net Assessment…
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-11 [1]

Container 33
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-11 [2-5]
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-11 - CIA/IC Staff/State’s Input to PRM/NSC-11 Task 3

Container 34
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-11 - Intelligence Reorganization
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-12
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-12/2 [1-3]

Container 35
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-13 [1-3]
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-14 [1-2]

Container 36
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-14 [3-4]
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-15 [1-3]

Container 37
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-16 [1-4]

Container 38
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-16 [5]
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-17 [1-3]
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-18 [1]

Container 39
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-18 [2-3]
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-19 [1-3]

Container 40
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-20
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-21
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-22 [1-4]

Container 41
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-22 [5-6]
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-23 [1]
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-23 [2-4]

Container 42
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-23 [5]
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-24 [1-4]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Container</th>
<th>Memorandum/Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 43        | Presidential Review Memorandum/NCS-24 [5-7]  
|           | Presidential Review Memorandum/NCS-25 [1-2] |
| 44        | Presidential Review Memorandum/NCS-26  
|           | Presidential Review Memorandum/NCS-27 [1-2]  
|           | Presidential Review Memorandum/NCS-28 [1-2] |
|           | Presidential Review Memorandum/NCS-29 [1]  |
| 45        | Presidential Review Memorandum/NCS-29 [2]  
|           | Presidential Review Memorandum/NCS-30 [1-3]  
|           | Presidential Review Memorandum/NCS-31 [1-2]  |
| 46        | Presidential Review Memorandum/NCS-31 [3-7] |
| 47        | Presidential Review Memorandum/NCS-32 [1-4]  
|           | Presidential Review Memorandum/NCS-33 [1] |
| 48        | Presidential Review Memorandum/NCS-33 [2]  
|           | Presidential Review Memorandum/NCS-33 - PRC Meeting - Monday, 7/23/79 |
|           | Presidential Review Memorandum/NCS-34  
|           | Presidential Review Memorandum/NCS-35 [1-2] |
| 49        | Presidential Review Memorandum/NCS-35 [3-4]  
|           | Presidential Review Memorandum/NCS-36 [1-6]  
|           | Presidential Review Memorandum/NCS-37  
|           | Presidential Review Memorandum/NCS-38 [1-2]  
|           | Presidential Review Memorandum/NCS-39 |
| 50        | Presidential Review Memorandum/NCS-40 [1-3]  
|           | Presidential Review Memorandum/NCS-41 [1] |
| 51        | Presidential Review Memorandum/NCS-41 [2-3]  
|           | Presidential Review Memorandum/NCS-42 [1-2] |
|           | Presidential Review Memorandum/NCS-43 [1] |
| 52        |                                                     |
Presidential Review Memorandum /NSC-43 [2]
Presidential Review Memorandum /NSC-44 [1-4]

Container 53
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-44 [5]
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-45 [1-3]

Container 54
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-46 [1-2]
Presidential Review Memorandum/NSC-47

Institutional Files - Meetings (Subseries)

Container 54 (continued)
NSC-001 - 1/22/77
NSC-002 - 1/27/77 [1-2]

Container 55
NSC-003 - Middle East - Result of Vance Trip, 2/23/77
NSC-004 - 3/3/77 [1-2]
NSC-005 - 3/22/77
NSC-006 - Korea, 4/27/77
NSC-007 - SALT, 9/6/77 [1-2]
NSC-008 - 2/23/78
NSC-009 - 4/11/78

Container 56
NSC-010 - 5/10/78
NSC-011 - U.S. and Soviet Relations - 5/18/78
NSC-012 - Middle East - Camp David Summit Options - 9/10/78
NSC-013 - 9/2/78
NSC-014 - 10/6/78 [1-2]
NSC-015 - SALT, 12/18/78
NSC-015A - Iran, 1/3/79
NSC-016 - Sino-Vietnamese Conflict/Iran, 2/16/79
NSC-017 - Camp David II, 2/19/79
NSC-018 - Yemen, 3/5/79
NSC-019 - Strategic Arms Policy and Relations with USSR, 6/4/79
NSC-020 - Strategic Arms Policy and Relations with USSR, 6/5/79

Container 57
NSC-021 - MX Basing, 9/5/79
NSC-022 - Soviets in Cuba, 9/17/79
NSC-022A - Central America and Caribbean, 10/19/79
NSC-022B - Iran, 11/20/79
NSC-023 - Iran, 12/4/79
NSC-023A - Iran, 12/4/79
NSC-024 - Iran, 12/19/79
NSC-025 - Iran/Afghanistan, Pakistan, 12/28/79
NSC-026 - Afghanistan Invasion, Christopher/Brown, Pakistan/Afghanistan/China, 1/2/80
NSC-027 - Iran, 3/18/80
NSC-027A - Meeting at Camp David, 3/22/80
NSC-028 - Iran, 3/31/80
NSC-029 - Iran, 4/7/80
NSC-030 - Iran, 4/11/80
NSC-031 - Security Framework Issues, 9/12/80
NSC-032 - Iran/Iraq, 9/24/80

Container 58
NSC-033 - Iran/Iraq - Saudi Request for Assistance, 9/29/80
NSC-034 - [Empty]
NSC-035 - Basic Strategies, 12/17/80
ADH 001 - Ad Hoc SCC - Dresser Case/USSR, 8/18/78
ADH [---] - Summary of Conclusions and Minutes, 8/28/78
ADH 002 - Ad Hoc PRC - Oil Price Strategy, 9/21/78
ADH 003 - Oil Pricing, 12/15/78
ADH 004 - Ad Hoc SCC - China, 12/18/78
ADH 005 - Ad Hoc SCC - China, 12/22/78
ADH 006 - Ad Hoc SCC - China, 12/29/78
ADH 007 - Ad Hoc SCC - China, 1/4/79
ADH 008 - Ad Hoc SCC - China, 1/17/79
ADH 009 - Ad Hoc SCC - China, 1/27/79
ADH 010 - Ad Hoc SCC - China, 2/23/79
ADH 011 - Ad Hoc SCC - China, 2/28/79
ADH 012 - Ad Hoc SCC - Nuclear Power Plant in Pennsylvania, 3/30/79
ADH 013 - Ad Hoc Meeting on Cultural Agreement with China, 5/2/79
ADH 014 - Ad Hoc Senior Level Meetings on Middle East, 9/25/79

Container 59
PRC 001 - Panama, 1/27/77
PRC 002 - Middle East, 2/4/77
PRC 003 - South Africa/Rhodesia, 2/8/77
PRC 004 - Intelligence, 2/9/77
PRC 005 - Cyprus, 2/10/77
PRC 006 - Cuba, 3/9/77 [1]

Container 60
PRC 006 - Cuba, 3/9/77 [2]
PRC 007 - Nuclear Proliferation, 3/16/77
PRC 008 - Latin America, 3/23/77
PRC 009 - Intelligence, 3/24/77
PRC 010 - Horn of Africa, 4/11/77
PRC 011 - Arms Transfer Policy, 4/12/77
PRC 012 - Western Europe and International Summit - PRM 9, 4/14/77

Container 61
PRC 013 - Middle East, 4/19/77
PRC 014 - Korea and Philippines, 4/21/77 [1-2]
PRC 015 - Micronesia, 4/28/77
PRC 016 - Law of the Sea - PRM 18, 5/17/77
PRC 017 - Middle East, 6/10/77

Container 62
PRC 018 - Middle East, 6/25/77
PRC 019 - (PRC China) - PRM 24, 6/27/77 [1-2]
PRC 020 - Southern Africa, 6/30/77
PRC 021 - Middle East, 7/5/77
PRC 022 - US/USSR - PRM 10, 7/8/77

Container 63
PRC 023 - Schmidt Visit, 7/9/77
PRC 024 - Middle East, 7/12/77
PRC 025 - US/USSR - PRM 10, 7/13/77
PRC 026 - Southern Africa, 7/22/77 [1-2]
PRC 027 - Panama, 7/22/77
PRC 028 - North/South Issues, 7/27/77 [1]

Container 64
PRC 029 - Cuba, 8/3/77
PRC 030 - Space Policy, 8/4/77
PRC 031 - CSCE and Eastern Europe, 8/77
PRC 032 - South Africa Nuclear Threat, 8/25/77
PRC 033 - Horn of Africa, 8/25/77
PRC 034 - US/USSR, 8/31/77 [1]
PRC 034 - US/USSR, 8/31/77 [2]
PRC 035 - Antarctica, 9/16/77

Container 65
PRC 036 - Southern Africa, 9/20/77
PRC 037 - Eastern Europe, 9/21/77
PRC 038 - North/South Issues - PRM 8, 9/22/77
PRC 039 - Foreign Assistance, 10/11/77 [1-2]
PRC 040 - Middle East, 10/13/77

Container 66
PRC 041 - Southern Africa, 2/11/77
PRC 042 - Common Fund Negotiations - 11/4/77
PRC 043 - Common Fund Negotiations - 11/11/77
PRC 044 - Intelligence, 11/18/77 [1-2]
PRC 045 - Poland, 8/11/77

**Container 67**
PRC 046 - Intelligence, 11/25/77
PRC 047 - Southern Africa, 12/1/77
PRC 048 - Poland, 2/16/77 [1-2]
PRC 049 - Arms Transfer Policy, 1/10/78
PRC 050 - Italy, 1/11/78
PRC 051 - Arms Transfer Policy, 1/26/78
PRC 052 - Southern Africa - Rhodesia, 2/17/78

**Container 68**
PRC 053 - International Economics, 2/22/78
PRC 054 - Foreign Assistance, 2/25/78
PRC 055 - Middle East, 2/27/78
PRC 056 - Philippines, 2/28/78
PRC 056A - France and Italy, 3/8/78
PRC 057 - Intelligence, 3/15/78
PRC 058 - Monetary Situation, 3/16/78
PRC 059 - Micronesia Political Status Negotiations - 4/4/78
PRC 060 - Arms Transfer Policy, 4/26/78

**Container 69**
PRC 061 - Economic Summit, 6/9/78
PRC 062 - North Africa, 6/13/78
PRC 063 - Space Policy, 6/21/78
PRC 064 - Arms Transfer Policy, 7/5/78 [1-2]
PRC 065 - People’s Republic of China, 7/20/78
PRC 066 - Intelligence, 7/20/78

**Container 70**
PRC 067 - Newsom’s Trip re South and East Asia Issues, 7/27/78
PRC 068 - Somalia, 7/31/78 [1-2]
PRC 069 - Civil Defense, 8/3/78 [1-2]
PRC 070 - Civil Defense, 8/18/78
PRC 071 - Space Policy, 9/20/78

**Container 71**
PRC 072 - Space Policy, 9/20/78 [1-2]
PRC 073 - [Empty]
PRC 074 - CCC Credits for Poland, 11/1/78
PRC 075 - Iran, 11/6/78
PRC 076 - Intelligence, 11/7/78
PRC 077 - Secretary Blumenthal’s Trip to Middle East, 11/9/78
Container 72
PRC 080 - Oil Pricing, 12/1/78
PRC 081 - Mexico, 12/6/78
PRC 082 - US-China Science and Technology, 12/12/78
PRC 083 - Intelligence, 12/14/78
PRC 084 - [Empty]
PRC 085 - Turkey, 12/28/78
PRC 087 - Mexico, 1/19/79
PRC 088 - Saudi Arabia and Southwest Asia, 1/23/79

Container 73
PRC 089 - [Empty]
PRC 090 - Secretary Brown’s Trip to Middle East, 2/1/79
PRC 091 - Mexico, 2/6/79
PRC 092 - [Empty]
PRC 093 - Law of the Sea, 2/22/79
PRC 094 - Iran, 2/22/79
PRC 095 - Turkey, 3/7/79
PRC 096 - Pakistan, 3/9/79

Container 74
PRC 097 - China, 3/13/79
PRC 098 - North Africa, 3/27/79
PRC 099 - Pakistan, 3/28/79
PRC 100 - Rhodesia, 4/5/79
PRC 101 - Rhodesia and Angola, 4/12/79 [1-2]
PRC 102 - Saudi Arabia, 4/27/79
PRC 103 - US-China Economic Relations - 4/30/79
PRC 104 - MX Basing, 5/4/79 [1-2]

Container 75
PRC 105 - MX Basing, 5/10/79
PRC 106 - DOD Consolidated Guidance, 5/15/79
PRC 107 - West Bank/Gaza Negotiations - 5/17/79
PRC 108 - Pakistan and South Asia, 5/23/79
PRC 109 - MX Basing, 5/25/79
PRC 110 - PRM/NSC-45, 6/8/79

Container 76
PRC 111 - Central America, 6/11/79
PRC 112 - Middle East Security Issues, 6/21/79
PRC 113 - Middle East Security Issues, 6/22/79
PRC 114 - Intelligence, 7/10/79
PRC 115 - Indian Ocean, 7/18/79
PRC 116 - Intelligence, 4/26/79
PRC 117 - PRM 33, 7/23/79 [1]

Container 77
PRC 118 - Middle East Peace Negotiations - 7/25/79
PRC 119 - Intelligence, 7/26/79
PRC 120 - Central America, 8/2/79
PRC 121 - MX Basing, 8/7/79
PRC 122 - Soviet Brigade in Cuba, 9/4/79
PRC 123 - Egypt, 9/20/79
PRC 124 - North Africa, 9/21/79
PRC 125 - Space Policy, 10/4/79

Container 78
PRC 126 - El Salvador and Central America, 10/15/79
PRC 127 - North America and Morocco, 10/16/79
PRC 128 - DOD Budget and Foreign Policy Impacts, 11/8/79
PRC 130 - NFIP (National Foreign Intelligence Program), 11/9/79 [1]

Container 79
PRC 130 - NFIP (National Foreign Intelligence Program), 11/9/79 [2]
PRC 131 - Jamaica, Grenada and the Caribbean, 11/13/79
PRC 132 - Zimbabwe - Rhodesian Attacks on Zambian Road and Rail links, 11/21/79
PRC 133 - [Empty]
PRC 134 - [Empty]
PRC 135 - Greek Reintegration into NATO - Cancelled, Held as MPRC, 3/20/80 [Empty]
PRC 136 - China Economic Relations - 3/27/80
PRC 137 - Non-Proliferation and Tarapur, 4/9/80 [1-2]

Container 80
PRC 138 - Pakistan, 4/21/80
PRC 138A - Cuban-Peruvian Situation and Haitian Refugees, 4/25/80
PRC 139 - US-Liberia Relations - 5/7/80
PRC 140 - Diplomatic Strategy on Iran, 5/8/80
PRC 141 - Argentina, 5/14/80
PRC 142 - Korea, 5/22/80
PRC 143 - The Alliance, 6/2/80
PRC 144 - Pakistan, 7/17/80

Container 81
PRC 145 - Pakistan, 7/22/80
PRC 146 - Production of Special Nuclear Materials, 7/24/80
PRC 147 - Intelligence, 7/25/80
PRC 148 - Iran, 8/1/80
PRC 149 - Afghanistan and The Allies, 9/15/80

Container 82
PRC 150 - Special Nuclear Material, 9/25/80
PRC 151 - [Empty]
PRC 152 - [Empty]
PRC 153 - Iran/Iraq, 10/16/80
PRC 154 - CSCE/CDE, 10/20/80
PRC 155 - Poland, 10/31/80
PRC 156 - [Empty]
PRC 157 - Intelligence Budget, 11/6/80
PRC 158 - Defense Budget, 10/2/80
Mini PRC (MPRC) - Asian Issues, 3/23/78
MPRC 001Z - Angola, 11/14/78
MPRC 002 - Puerto Rico, 12/13/78
MPRC 003 - Mexico, 1/16/79
MPRC 004 - Pakistan, 1/22/79
MPRC 005 - Spain, 1/31/79
MPRC 006 - Refugees, 1/18/79
MPRC 007 - Soviets in Cuba
MPRC 008 - Soviets in Cuba
MPRC 009 - Soviets in Cuba
MPRC 010 - Soviets in Cuba

Container 83
MPRC 011 - Soviets in Cuba, 9/11/79
MPRC 012 - Soviets in Cuba, 9/18/79
MPRC 013 - Soviets in Cuba, 9/19/79
MPRC 014 - North Africa, 10/22/79
MPRC 015 - Algeria, 10/30/79
MPRC 016 - Strait of Hormuz, 11/1/1979
MPRC 016A - Greek Reintegration into NATO, 3/20/80
MPRC 017 - Saudi Arabia, 4/3/80
MPRC 018 - Cuban Refugees, 4/22/80
MPRC 019 - Cuban Refugees, 4/23/80
MPRC 020 - Cuban Refugees, 4/24/80
MPRC 021 - Indonesia, 8/27/80
MPRC 022 - Eastern Caribbean, 10/28/80

Container 84
Meeting Inventory List (JEC)
SCC 001 - Intelligence - Organization and Activities, 1/26/77
SCC 002 - SALT - Negotiating Options and Issues, 2/3/77 [1-3]
SCC 003 - MBFR - Negotiating Options and Issues, 2/7/77
SCC 005 - SALT - Negotiating Options and Issues, 2/25/77
Material for UNGA Speech

Container 85
SCC 006 - Uganda, 2/26/77
SCC 007 - SALT - Negotiating Options and Issues, 3/2/77
SCC 008 - SALT - Negotiating Options and Issues, 3/10/77
SCC 009 - Intelligence, 3/17/77
SCC 010 - SALT, 4/7/77
SCC 011 - Intelligence, 4/14/79
SCC 012 - Indian Ocean, 5/4/77
Aaron's briefing book for 5/9/77 SCC Meeting on SALT
SCC 013 - SALT - Negotiating options and Issues, 5/9/77

Container 86
SCC 014 - SALT, 6/7/77
SCC 015 - Chemical Warfare, 6/8/77
SCC 016 - Indian Ocean, 6/14/77
SCC 017 - Intelligence - PRM/NSC-11, 6/15/77
SCC 018 - SALT - Negotiating Options and Issues, 6/20/77
SCC 019 - Intelligence - PD19, 6/28/77 [1-2]

Container 87
SCC 020 - US/USSR Strategic Capabilities and PRM 10, 7/7/77
SCC 021 - SALT - Negotiating Options and Issues, 7/11/77
SCC 022 - PRM 29, 7/26/77
SCC 023 - Telecommunications Protection Policy Issues, 7/29/77
SCC 024 - PRM 10, 8/4/77
SCC 025 - SALT - Negotiating Options and Issues, 8/18/77 [1-2]

Container 88
SCC 025 - SALT - Negotiations Options and Issues, 8/18/77 [3]
SCC 026 - Indian Ocean, 8/24/77
SCC 027 - Telecommunications - Protection Policy Issues, 8/26/77 [1-2]
SCC 028 - SALT - Negotiations Options and Issues, 8/30/77
SCC 029 - Terrorism - US Strategy and Policy Issues, 9/1/77

Container 89
SCC 030 - Indian Ocean, 9/14/77
SCC 031 - MBFR Negotiating Options and Issues, 9/15/77
SCC 032 - CTB - Negotiating Options and Issues, 9/27/77
SCC 033 - Intelligence - Meeting Cancelled, 9/29/77
SCC 034 - Telecommunications - Protection Policy Issues, 9/30/77
SCC 035 - Intelligence, 10/6/77
SCC 036 - Intelligence - EO 11905, 10/18/77
SCC 037 - Intelligence, 10/26/77
SCC 038 - Intelligence, 10/27/77
SCC 039 - Intelligence - EO 11905, 10/28/77
SCC 040 - Indian Ocean, 11/9/77

Container 90
SCC 041 - MBFR - ER (Enhanced Radiation) Weapons Talks, 11/22/77
SCC 042 - SALT - Negotiating Options and Issues, 11/22/77
SCC 043 - CTB - Negotiating Options and Issues, 12/2/77
SCC 044 - US/USSR Talks - Arms Transfer Policy, 12/9/77
SCC 045 - Horn of Africa - USSR/Ethiopia Airlift, 12/13/77
SCC 046 - Horn of Africa, 12/21/77
SCC 047 - Space Policy - Meeting Canceled, 12/22/77

Container 91
SCC 048 - Terrorism - Legislative Options and Issues, 12/27/77
SCC 049 - US Ocean Pollution - Jurisdiction Issues, 1/6/78
SCC 050 - SALT - Negotiating Options and Instructions, 1/9/78
SCC 051 - Terrorism - Senate Bill and Military Issues, 1/13/78
SCC 052 - CTB, 1/19/78
SCC 053 - Allied Consultations, 1/23/78
SCC 054 - Indian Ocean - Arms Control Negotiations, 1/24/78
SCC 055 - Horn of Africa, 1/26/78
SCC 056 - Horn of Africa, 2/10/78

Container 92
SCC 057 - SALT, 2/14/78
SCC 058 - SALT, 2/15/78
SCC 059 - Horn of Africa, 2/21/78
SCC 060 - Counterintelligence EO 12036 Issues, 3/1/78
SCC 061 - Horn of Africa, 3/2/78
SCC 062 - Intelligence, 3/2/78
SCC 063 - SALT - Negotiating Options and Issues, 3/6/78
SCC 064 - Horn of Africa, 3/10/78
SCC 065 - Horn of Africa, 3/16/78
SCC 066 - CTB, 3/23/78

Container 93
SCC 067 - Oil Supply - Vulnerability Assessment, 3/24/78 [1-2]
SCC 068 - Horn of Africa - Cuba's Role in Africa, 3/27/78
SCC 069 - Horn of Africa, 4/7/78
SCC 070 - SSOD and NATO - Summit Issues, 4/27/78
SCC 071 - CTB, 5/20/78
SCC 072 - SSOD - US Initiatives, Goals and Strategy, 5/5/78
SCC 073 - Intelligence, 5/8/78
SCC 074 - SSOD - US Presentation and Initiatives, 5/12/78 [1-2]

**Container 94**
- SCC 075 - SALT - Negotiating Options and Issues, 5/12/78
- SCC 076 - Intelligence Charters, 5/15/78 [1]
- SCC 076 - Intelligence Charters, 5/15/78 [2]
- SCC 077 - Horn of Africa, 5/15/78
- SCC 078 - Intelligence, 5/16/78
- SCC 079 - Arms Transfer Policy - US Next Proposals, 5/24/78
- SCC 080 - [Empty]
- SCC 081 - SALT - Negotiating Options and Issues, 5/26/78

**Container 95**
- SCC 082 - Space Policy, 6/1/78
- SCC 083 - Oil Supply - Vulnerability Assessment, 6/6/78
- SCC 084 - CTB Verification - Seismic Station Network, 6/12/78
- SCC 085 - SALT - Negotiating Options and Issues, 6/12/78
- SCC 086 - Counterintelligence - Further Issues, 6/15/78
- SCC 087 - Intelligence, 6/20/78
- SCC 088 - SALT - Negotiating Options and Issues, 6/26/78

**Container 96**
- SCC 089 - CTB - Weapons Reliability and CTB Treaty, 6/27/78
- SCC 090 - Intelligence Charters, 6/27/78
- SCC 091 - Intelligence, 6/28/78
- SCC 092 - SALT - Negotiating Options and Issues, 6/28/78 78
- SCC 093 - CTB Test Ban Treaty Options and Issues, 7/6/78
- SCC 094 - Arms Transfer Policy, 7/10/78
- SCC 095 - Arms Transfer Policy, 7/13/78

**Container 97**
- SCC 096 - SALT Negotiating Options and Issues, 7/21/78
- SCC 097 - Export Controls - Presidential Decisions Re USSR, 7/28/78
- SCC 098 - SALT - Negotiating Options and Issues, 8/4/78
- SCC 099 - MBFR - US and NATO Objectives, 8/9/78 [1-3]

**Container 98**
- SCC 100 - SALT Negotiating Options and Issues, 8/10/78
- SCC 101 - Intelligence, 8/14/78
- SCC 102 - PRM 38, 8/23/7, [1-2]
- SCC 103 - Terrorism - TWA Hijacking, 8/25/78
- SCC 104 - SALT - Negotiating Options and Issues, 9/1/78 [1-2]
- SCC 105 - [Empty]
- SCC 106 - SALT - Negotiating Options and Issues, 9/29/78

NSC Institutional Files, 1977-1981
SCC 107 - SALT - Negotiating Options and Issues, 10/12/78
SCC 108 - SALT, 10/26/78

Container 99
SCC 109 - Sensitive Subject, 10/26/78
SCC 110 - Sensitive Subject, 10/30/78
SCC 111 - Iran, 11/2/78
SCC 112 - Iran, 11/3/78
SCC 113 - SALT, 11/3/78
SCC 114 - Counterintelligence, 11/8/78
SCC 115 - Sensitive Subject, 11/13/78
SCC 116 - ASAT, 11/16/78
SCC 117 - Intelligence, 11/20/78
SCC 118 - Arms Control - Conventional Arms Transfers, 11/21/78
SCC 119 - Intelligence (Charters), 11/27/78 [1]

Container 100
SCC 119 - Intelligence (Charters), 11/27/78 [2]
SCC 120 - Chemical Weapons - 12/1/78
SCC 121 - Strategic Petroleum Reserves, 12/7/78
SCC 122 - Counterintelligence, 12/8/78
SCC 123 - Iran, 12/13/78
SCC 123A - Iran, 12/27/78
SCC 124 - SALT, 1/12/79
SCC 125 - ASAT, 1/18/79

Container 101
SCC 126 - SALT, 1/23/79
SCC 127 - Intelligence Charters, 1/24/79
SCC 128 - CTB, 2/1/79
SCC 129 - Iran, 2/11/79
SCC 130 - Iran, 2/12/79
SCC 131 - SALT, 2/12/79
SCC 132 - Charters Legislation - Intelligence, 2/15/79
SCC 133 - Iran, 2/13/79
SCC 134 - Iran (9am), 2/14/79
SCC 135 - Iran (4pm), 2/14/79
SCC 136 - Iran, 2/15/79
SCC 137 - Iran, 2/15/79
SCC 138 - Iran, 2/16/79
SCC 139 - Vietnam/PRC, 2/17/79
SCC 139A - Iran, 2/17/79
SCC 140 - Sino-Vietnamese Conflict, 2/18/79

Container 102
SCC 140A - Iran, 2/18/79

NSC Institutional Files, 1977-1981
SCC 181 - [Empty]
SCC 182 - Nicaragua, 7/16/79
SCC 183 - [Empty]
SCC 184 - Central America, 7/20/79
SCC 185 - Cuba After Summit, 7/20/79

**Container 105**
SCC 186 - Theater Nuclear Forces, 8/16/79
SCC 187 - MBFR, 9/18/79
SCC 188 - USSR, 10/10/79
SCC 189 - Central American and Caribbean - Cancelled, 10/19/79
SCC 190 - Intelligence, 10/23/79
SCC 190A - Korea, 10/24/79
SCC 191 - Energy and U.S. Dollar, 10/25/79
SCC 192 - Long Range TNF, 10/30/79
SCC 193 - Iran, 11/5/79
SCC 194 - Cambodia, 11/6/79
SCC 195 - Iran, 11/6/79
SCC 196 - Iran, 11/7/79
SCC 197 - Iran, 11/8/79
SCC 198 - Iran, 11/9/79
SCC 198A - Iran, 11/10/79
SCC 199 - Iran, 11/12/79
SCC 200 - Iran, 11/13/79
SCC 202 - Iran, 11/14/79
SCC 201 - [Empty]
SCC 203 - Iran, 11/15/79

**Container 106**
SCC 204 - Iran, 11/16/79
SCC 204A - Iran, 11/17/79
SCC 205 - Iran, 11/16/79
SCC 206 - Iran, 11/20/79
SCC 207 - Iran, 11/21/79
SCC 208 - Iran, 11/22/79
SCC 209 - Iran, 11/23/79
SCC 210 - Iran, 11/26/79
SCC 211 - Iran, 11/27/79
SCC 212 - Iran, 11/28/79
SCC 213 - Iran, 11/29/79
SCC 214 - Iran, 11/30/79
SCC 215 - [Empty]
SCC 216 - Iran, 12/1/79
SCC 217 - Iran, 12/3/79
SCC 218 - Iran, 12/4/79
SCC 219 - Iran, 12/5/79
SCC 260 - Iran, 1/25/80
SCC 261 - El Salvador, 1/28/80
SCC 262 - Iran, 1/28/80
SCC 263 - Iran, 1/29/80
SCC 264 - Iran, 1/30/80
SCC 264A - Indian Ocean Access, 1/30/80
SCC 265 - Iran, 1/31/80
SCC 266 - Iran, 2/1/80
SCC 266A - Yemen, 2/1/80
SCC 267 - Iran/Afghanistan, 2/4/80
SCC 268 - Iran/Afghanistan, 2/5/80
SCC 269 - Pakistan/Saudi Arabia, 2/6/80
SCC 270 - Iran/Afghanistan and Pakistan, 2/12/80

Container 109
SCC 271 - Security Framework, 2/13/80
SCC 272 - Sensitive Subject, 2/14/80
SCC 273 - Iran/Afghanistan and Pakistan, 2/14/80
SCC 274 - El Salvador, 2/15/80
SCC 275 - Iran, 2/19/80
SCC 276 - Iran/Afghanistan, 2/21/80
SCC 277 - Security Framework for the Persian Gulf, 2/22/80
SCC 278 - Iran and Afghanistan, 2/26/80
SCC 279 - El Salvador, 2/27/80
SCC 280 - Iran, 2/27/80
SCC 281 - [Empty]

Container 110
SCC 282 - Iran and Afghanistan, 2/28/80
SCC 282A - Soviet Brigade in Cuba, 2/28/80
SCC 284 - Iran and Afghanistan, 3/6/80
SCC 286 - Iran, 3/11/80
SCC 287 - Iran, 3/13/80
SCC 288 - USSR CBW Convention, 3/14/80

Container 111
SCC 289A - Great Britain, UK Strategic Force Modernization, 3/17/80
SCC 290 - Iran/Afghanistan, 3/18/80
SCC 291 - Iran/Afghanistan, 3/20/80
SCC 292 - Security Framework, 3/21/80
SCC 293 - Iran/Afghanistan, 3/25/80
SCC 294 - Iran/Afghanistan, 3/27/80
SCC 295 - Security Framework Follow-up, 3/28/80
| SCC 296 | Iran/Afghanistan, 4/1/80 |
| SCC 297 | CTB, 4/3/80 |
| SCC 298 | Iran/Afghanistan, 4/3/80 |

**Container 112**
| SCC 299 | Iran, 4/4/80 |
| SCC 300 | […], 4/7/80 |
| SCC 301 | Iran/Afghanistan, 4/8/80 |
| SCC 302 | Security Framework, 4/14/80 |
| SCC 303 | Iran, 4/16/80 |
| SCC 304 | PD/NSC-24, 4/18/80 |
| SCC 305 | Security Framework Follow-up, 4/23/80 [1-2] |
| SCC 306 | Iran, 4/29/80 |
| SCC 307 | Solid Shield 80, 4/29/80 |
| SCC 308 | Soviet Grain, 5/1/80 |
| SCC 309 | Iran, 5/2/80 |

**Container 113**
| SCC 310 | Iran, 5/6/80 |
| SCC 311 | [Empty] |
| SCC 312 | Security Framework Follow-up, 5/13/80 |
| SCC 313 | Iran and Afghanistan, 5/15/80 |
| SCC 314 | Iran and Afghanistan, 5/20/80 |
| SCC 315 | Liberia, 5/23/80 |
| SCC 316 | Iran, 5/28/80 |
| SCC 318 | Iran, 6/3/80 |
| SCC 319 | SALT and TNF, 6/6/80 |

**Container 114**
| SCC 321 | Iran, 6/12/80 |
| SCC 322 | Civil Defense, 6/12/80 |
| SCC 323 | Iran, 7/1/80 |
| SCC 324 | Cuban Refugees, 7/1/80 |
| SCC 325 | CTB, 7/2/80 |
| SCC 326 | Pakistan, 7/7/80 |
| SCC 327 | Security Framework, 7/15/80 |

**Container 115**
| SCC 328 | Cuban Refugees, 7/26/80 |
| SCC 329 | […], 7/28/80 |
| SCC 330 | Iran, 7/29/80 |
| SCC 331 | TNF, 7/31/80 |
| SCC 332 | Security Framework, 8/4/80 |
| SCC 333 | Intelligence, 8/6/80 |
SCC 334 - Poland, 8/19/80
SCC 335 - Security Framework - Persian Gulf, 8/22/80
SCC 336 - Cuban Refugees, 8/28/80
SCC 337 - Security Framework, 9/2/80

Container 116
SCC 338 - TNF and NPT, 9/4/80
SCC 339 - Security Framework, 9/5/80
SCC 339A - USSR, 9/15/80
SCC 340 - Iran/Iraq, 9/23/80
SCC 341 - Poland, 9/23/80
SCC 342 - Iran/Iraq, 9/24/80
SCC 343 - USSR, 9/24/80
SCC 344 - Iran/Iraq, 9/27/80
SCC 345 - Iran/Iraq, 9/28/80
SCC 346 - Saudi Request for US Military Assistance, 10/3/80
SCC 347 - Saudi Request for US Military Assistance, 10/4/80
SCC 348 - Polish Contingency, 10/23/80

Container 117
SCC 349 - Security Framework, 11/7/80 [1-2]
SCC 349A - Nicaragua, 11/13/80
SCC 350 - [Empty]
SCC 351 - Basis Strategy Issues, 11/24/80
SCC 352 - Poland, 12/6/80
SCC 353 - Poland, 12/7/80
SCC 354 - El Salvador, 12/11/80
SCC 355 - Security Framework, 12/16/80
SCM 001 - [Empty]
SCM 002 - Mini-SCC - Consultations with Allies on Gray Areas, 12/12/77
SCM 003 - [Empty]
SCM 004 - Mini-SCC - SALT, 1/4/78
SCM 005 - [Empty]
SCM 006 - Mini-SCC - Allied Consultations - 1/19/78
SCM 007 - [Empty]
SCM 008 - [Empty]
SCM 009 - [Empty]
SCM 010 - [Empty]
SCM 011 - Mini-SCC - SALT, 2/21/78
SCM 012 - Mini-SCC - SALT, 4/5/78
SCM 013 - Mini-SCC - SSOD, 4/20/78
SCM 014 - Mini-SCC - Disarmament, 4/27/78

Container 118
SCM 015 - Mini-SCC - Counterintelligence Measures, 5/12/78, [Empty]
SCM 016 - [Empty]
SCM 017 - [Empty]
SCM 018 - Mini-SCC - SALT, 6/5/78 [Empty]
SCM 019 - Mini-SCC - SALT, 6/8/78
SCM 020 - Mini-SCC - Intelligence, 6/22/78 [Empty]
SCM 021 - Mini-SCC - SALT, 6/22/78
SCM 022 - [Empty]
SCM 023 - Mini-SCC - Support for UN in Namibia, 7/14/78
SCM 024 - Mini-SCC - SALT, 7/26/78
SCM 025 - Mini-SCC - SALT, 7/24/78
SCM 025A - Mini-SCC - Export Controls on Oil Technology to USSR, 9/8/78
SCM 026 - Mini-SCC - PRM 38 Follow-on Actions - 9/13/78
SCM 026A - Mini-SCC - Nicaragua, 9/18/78
SCM 027 - [Empty]
SCM 028 - Mini-SCC - Iran, 11/21/78
SCM 029 - Mini-SCC - Terrorism, 2/9/79
SCM 030 - Mini-SCC - Economic Situation in Iran, 11/29/78
SCM 031 - Mini-SCC - Intelligence Charters, 12/4/78
SCM 032 - Mini-SCC - Iran, 12/5/78
SCM 033 - Mini-SCC - Iran, 12/8/78
SCM 034 - Mini-SCC - Horn of Africa, 12/11/78
SCM 035 - Mini-SCC - Iran, 12/19/78
SCM 036 - [Empty]

Container 119
SCM 037 - Mini-SCC - Iran, 12/29/78
SCM 038 - Mini-SCC - SALT, 1/3/79
SCM 039 - Mini-SCC - Iran, 1/5/79
SCM 039A - Mini-SCC - Iran, 1/6/79
SCM 040 - Mini-SCC - Intelligence Charters, 1/9/79
SCM 041 - Mini-SCC - Iran, 1/11/79
SCM 042 - Mini-SCC - Iran FMS, 1/15/79
SCM 043 - Mini-SCC - Grey Areas - SALT III, 1/17/79
SCM 044 - Mini-SCC - Iran, 1/18/79
SCM 045 - Mini-SCC - Iran, 1/29/79
SCM 046 - Mini-SCC - Gray Areas, 2/15/79
SCM 047 - Mini-SCC - Theater Nuclear Forces, 2/21/79
SCM 048 - Mini-SCC - Yemen, 2/24/79
SCM 049 - Mini-SCC - Theater Nuclear Forces, 2/26/79
SCM 050 - Mini-SCC - Yemen, 2/26/79
SCM 051 - Mini-SCC - Theater Nuclear Forces, 2/27/79
SCM 052 - Mini-SCC - Yemen, 3/1/79
SCM 052 - Mini-SCC - Iran and Yemen - Iran Portion, 3/1/79
SCM 053 - [Empty]
SCM 054 - Mini-SCC - Conventional Arms Transfers (CAT), 3/6/79
SCM 055 - Mini-SCC - Yemen FMS, 3/7/79
SCM 056 - Mini-SCC - Theater Nuclear Forces 3/9/79
SCM 057 - Mini-SCC - Iran and Yemen, 3/14/79
SCM 058 - [Empty]
SCM 059 - Mini-SCC - Security Assistance for Egypt and Israel, 3/24/79
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SCM 060 - Mini-SCC - Yemen, Iran, and Afghanistan, 3/29/79
SCM 061 - Mini-SCC - Intelligence, 3/30/79
SCM 062 - Mini-SCC - 4/25/79
SCM 063 - [Empty]
SCM 064 - Mini-SCC - MBFR and The Summit, 4/30/79
SCM 065 - Mini-SCC - 5/7/79
SCM 066 - Mini-SCC - Financing of Egyptian F-5 Planes, 5/11/79
SCM 067 - Mini-SCC - SALT, 5/16/79
SCM 069 - Mini-SCC - MBFR, 5/29/79
SCM 070 - Mini-SCC - SALT, 6/12/79
SCM 071 - Mini-SCC - TNF, 6/12/79
[SCM 071A] - Mini-SCC Meeting, Theater Nuclear Forces, 6/12/79
SCM 072 - Mini-SCC - TNF, 6/1379
SCM 073 - Mini-SCC - SALT, 6/28/79
SCM 074 - Mini-SCC - Ghana, 7/3/79
SCM 075 - Mini-SCC - CAT-Convolutional Arms Talks, 7/12/79
SCM 076 - Mini-SCC - Theater Nuclear Forces, 7/12/79
SCM 077 - Mini-SCC - Intelligence - EO 12036, 7/13/79
SCM 078 - Mini-SCC - Soviet Forces in Cuba, 7/23/79
SCM 079 - Mini-SCC - Theater Nuclear Forces, 7/27/79
SCM 080 - Mini-SCC - Grenada, 7/27/79
SCM 081 - Mini-SCC - Afghanistan, 7/31/79
SCM 081A - Mini-SCC - Soviet Military Presence in Cuba, 8/29/79
SCM 082 - Mini-SCC - Theater Nuclear Forces, 9/14/79
SCM 083 - Mini-SCC - CAT, 9/19/79
SCM 084 - Mini-SCC - Horn of Africa, 9/19/79
SCM 085 - Mini-SCC - US/UK Strategic Cooperation, 9/20/79

Container 121
SCM 086 - Mini-SCC - PD/NCS-50, 9/21/79
SCM 087 - Mini-SCC - South Asia, 9/23/79
SCM 088 - Mini-SCC - TNF, 10/3/79
SCM 089 - Mini-SCC - South Atlantic Problem, 10/3/79
SCM 090 - Mini-SCC - US/UK Matters, 10/4/79
SCM 091 - Mini-SCC - Brezhnev's Speech, 10/8/79
SCM 092 - Mini-SCC - South Atlantic, 10/11/79
SCM 093 - Mini-SCC - South Atlantic Problem, 10/23/79
SCM 094 - Mini-SCC - TNF, 10/30/79
SCM 095 - Mini-SCC - TNF, 11/9/79
SCM 096 - Mini-SCC - SALT III, 11/15/79
SCM 097 - Mini-SCC - European Security, 11/26/79
SCM 098 - Mini-SCC - TNF, 12/4/79
SCM 099 - Mini-SCC - TNF, 12/5/79
SCM 100 - Mini-SCC - TNF, 12/6/79
SCM 101 - Mini-SCC - Legislative Charters, 12/18/79
SCM 102 - Mini-SCC - PD/NSC-50 and ASAT, 12/19/79
SCM 103 - Mini-SCC - Iran, 12/21/79
SCM 104 - Mini-SCC - South Atlantic Nuclear Matters, 1/9/80
SCM 105 - Mini-SCC - Facility Assessment - Oman, Kenya, 1/11/80
SCM 106 - Mini-SCC - Yugoslavia, 1/18/80
SCM 107 - Mini-SCC - El Salvador, 1/18/80
SCM 108 - Mini-SCC - TNF, 1/21/80

Container 122
SCM 109 - Mini-SCC - Chemical Warfare, 1/24/80
SCM 110 - Mini-SCC - SALT, 2/9/78
SCM 111 - Mini-SCC El Salvador, 2/12/80
SCM 112A - Mini-SCC - Colombian Terrorist Incident, 3/6/80
SCM 113 - Mini-SCC - Komer Paper, 3/10/80
SCM 114 - Mini-SCC - TNF, 3/11/80
SCM 117 - Mini-SCC - Jamaica, 3/26/80
SCM 120 - Mini-SCC - NATO Defense, 4/2/80
SCM 121 - Mini-SCC - Cuban/Peruvian Situation, 4/9/80
SCM 122 - Mini-SCC - Intelligence Charters, 4/9/80
SCM 123 - Mini-SCC - Intelligence Charters, 4/11/80
SCM 124 - Mini-SCC - Cuban/Peruvian Situation, 4/11/80
SCM 125 - Mini-SCC - Iraq/Iran, 4/14/80
SCM 126 - [Empty]
SCM 127 - Mini-SCC - Liberia, 4/24/80
SCM 128 - Mini-SCC - Intelligence Charter, 4/29/80
SCM 129 - Mini-SCC - MBFR, 4/29/80

Container 123
SCM 130 - Mini-SCC - Cuban Strategy, 4/30/80
SCM 131 - Mini-SCC - ASAT, 6/10/80
SCM 132 - Mini-SCC - Soviet Grain, 6/18/80
SCM 133 - Mini-SCC - Thailand, 6/30/80
SCM 134 - Mini-SCC - Cuban Refugees, 7/3/80
SCM 135 - Mini-SCC Sverdlovsk, 7/9/80
SCM 136 - Mini-SCC - TNF, 7/9/80
SCM 137 - Mini-SCC Sverdlovsk, 7/29/80
SCM 138 - Mini-SCC - Cuban Refugees, 7/31/80
SCM 139 - Mini-SCC - Cuban Refugees, 8/20/80
SCM 140 - Mini-SCC - NPT Review, 9/3/80
SCM 141 - Mini-SCC - TNF, 9/11/80
SCM 142 - Mini-SCC Libyan Situation, 9/16/80
SCM 143 - Mini-SCC - Afghan Refugee Food Situation, 9/17/80
SCM 144 - Mini-SCC Libyan Situation, 9/18/80
SCM 145 - Mini-SCC - MBFR, 9/19/80
SCM 146 - Mini-SCC – TNF, 9/19/80
SCM 147 - Mini-SCC - Iran/ Iraq, 9/27/80
SCM 148 - Mini-SCC - TNF, 10/8/80
SCM 149 - Mini-SCC - MBFR, 10/9/80

Container 124
SCM 150 - Mini-SCC - Naval Cooperation w/the Allies, 10/17/80
SCM 151 - Mini-SCC - Security Framework, 10/28/80
SCM 152 - Mini-SCC - TNF, 11/14/80
SCM 153 - Mini-SCC Chemical Warfare, 11/26/80
SCM 154 - Mini-SCC - Poland, 11/26/80
SCM 155 - Mini-SCC - Poland, 12/3/80
SCM 156 - [Empty]
SCM 157 - Mini-SCC - Economic Countermeasures TWDS USSR, 12/17/80
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SCM 158 - Mini-SCC - Iran/Iraq, 12/17/80
SCM 159 - [Empty]
SCM 160 - Mini-SCC El Salvador, 1/6/81
SCM 161 - Mini-SCC El Salvador, 1/12/81
SCM 162 - Mini-SCC - Polish Contingency Planning, 1/12/81
SCM 163 - Mini-SCC - El Salvador, 1/14/81
SCM 164 - Mini-SCC - El Salvador, 1/16/81
NSC - SCC/NSC Meetings on SALT 2/3/77 - 7/24/78 Book I [1-2]
NSC - SCC/NSC Meetings on SALT 2/3/77 - 7/24/78 Book II [1-2]
SALT II: Chronology, 5/10/77-7/22/77 (Volume II) Dr. Brzezinski [1-2]

Institutional Files - Office Files (Subseries)

Container 126
Privacy Tasking Group (Dodson), 7804672 [1-3]
JEC NS - 7700024 - 7700259 [1-2]

Container 127
JEC NS - 7700024 - 7700259 [3-4]
JEC NS - 7700267 - 7701417 [1-3]
Container 128
JEC NS - 7701459 - 7704982 [1-4]
JEC NS - 7701168 [1]

Container 129
JEC NS - 7701168 [2-3]
JEC NS - 7705024 - 7706594 [1-3]

Container 130
JEC NS - 7705024 - 7706594 [4]
JEC NS - 7706596 - 7707811 [1-4]

Container 131
JEC NS - 7707862 - 7801072 [1-3]
JEC NS - 7801129 - 7801552 [1-2] - Cubans

Container 132
JEC NS - 7801129 - 7801552 [3] - Cubans
JEC NS - 7801606 - 780356a [1-3]

Container 133
JEC NS - 7803636 - 7804912 [1-4]
JEC NS - 7805008 - 7806241 [1]

Container 134
JEC NS - 7805008 - 7806241 [2-4]
JEC NS - 7806255 - 7807132 [1-2]

Container 135
JEC NS - 7806255 - 7807132 [3]
JEC NS - 7807162 - 7808079 [1-2]
JEC NS - 7900132 - 7901987 [1]

Container 136
JEC NS - 7900132 - 7901987 [2-3]
JEC NS - 7902002 - 7903695 [1-3]

Container 137
JEC NS - 7903747 - 7904722 [1-3]
JEC NS - 7904734 - 7905205 [1-2]

Container 138
JEC NS - 7904734 - 7905205 [3]
JEC NS - 7905217 - 7905805 [1-3]
JEC NS - 7905806 - 7906413 [1]
Container 139
JEC NS - 7905806 - 7906413 [2]
JEC NS - 7906481 - 7907372 [1-2]
JEC NS - 7900086 - 8000862 [1]

Container 140
JEC NS - 7900086 - 8000862 [2-3]
JEC NS - 8000874 - 8001121 [1-3]

Container 141
JEC NS - 8000874 - 8001121 [4]
JEC NS - 8001176 - 8002983 [1-3]

Container 142
JEC NS - 8003008 - 8003898 [1-3]
JEC NS - 8003906 - 8005554 [1]

Container 143
JEC NS - 8003906 - 8005554 [2-3]
JEC NS - 8005606 - 8006855 [1-3]

Container 144
JEC IFO IFG - 7700023 - 7700105 [1-2]
JEC IFO IFG - 7700110 - 7700462
JEC IFO IFG - 7700532 - 7702106 [1-2]

Container 145
JEC IFO IFG - 7700532 - 7702106 [3-4]
JEC IFO IFG - 7702109 - 7702951 [1-3]

Container 146
JEC IFO IFG - 7702986 - 7704389 [1-4]
JEC IFO IFG - 7704419 - 7705475 [1]

Container 147
JEC IFO IFG - 7704419 - 7705475 [2-3]
JEC IFO IFG - 7705481 - 7707354 [1-3]

Container 148
JEC IFO IFG - 7705481 - 7707354 [4]
JEC IFO IFG - 7707396 - 7708525 [1-3]
JEC IFO IFG - 7800001 - 7800977 [1-2]

Container 149
JEC IFO IFG - 7800001 - 7800977 [3]
Container 150
JEC IFO IFG - 7802526 - 7803916 [1-4]
JEC IFO IFG - 7804079 - 7805925 [1]

Container 151
JEC IFO IFG - 7804079 - 7805925 [2-3]
JEC IFO IFG - 7805937 - 7806916 [1-3]

Container 152
JEC IFO IFG - 7807030 - 7901672 [1-3]
JEC IFO IFG - 7901686 - 7903516 [1]

Container 153
JEC IFO IFG - 7901686 - 7903516 [2-4]
JEC IFO IFG - 7903587 - 7905824 [1-2]

Container 154
JEC IFO IFG - 7903587 - 7905824 [3]
JEC IFO IFG - 7906134 - 7907603 [1-3]
JEC IFO IFG - 8000098 - 8001560 [1-3]

Container 155
JEC IFO IFG - 8001596 - 8003090 [1-3]
JEC IFO IFG - 8003103 - 8003922 [1-4]

Container 156
JEC IFO IFG - 8003975 - 8005698 [1-3]
JEC IFO IFG - 8005872 - 8006848 [1-2]

Container 157
NSDM Book [1-2]
Office of Administration
Decision Index/Jeanne Davis
[OA MODE - Administrative Miscellany] [1]

Container 158
[OA MODE - Administrative Miscellany] [2-6]

Container 159
Carter - Mondale Transition Planning Group
NSDM Copies [1-3]
Container 160
CIA Response to NSSM 9 Vol. 1-5 [1-2]
CIA Response to NSSM 9 Vol. VI [1-2]
CIA Response to NSSM 9 Vol. VII [1-2]

Container 161
Transition Books - GRF [Ford] to JEC [Carter] [1-2]
Procedures
File System
NSC Staff

Container 162
NSC Budget
Transition Material GRF [Ford] to JEC [Carter]
US Commitments Book
NSSM/NSDM/Mtg. Data NSAM [Empty Folder]
Miscellaneous
Issue Papers [1-2]

Container 163
Issue Papers [3]
Briefing of Presidential Candidates
Senior Review Group Committee Meetings [1-3]
Issues Papers for Transition Team

Container 164
[NSC Meetings for Calendar Year 1976] [1-2]
Transition Folder
[Budget Estimates for FY- 1978] [1-2]
Schedule of Transition Material

Container 165
[Commitments Book for Transition Team]
[NSC Organization] [1-4]
1976 Personnel Papers for the Ford to Carter Transition [1]

Container 166
[1976 Personnel Papers for the Ford to Carter Transition] [2-3]
[White House Information Systems] [1-4]

Container 167
[Miscellaneous Admin for NSC] [1-2]
[NSC Consultants] [1-2]
1977 Reorganization Study [1]
Container 168
1977 Reorganization Study [2]
Legal: Machinist Union v. OPEC (Vol. #1) [1-3]
Legal: Machinist Union v. OPEC (Vol. #2) [1-2]

Container 169
Legal: Machinist Union v. OPEC [Vol. #2] [3]
[Legal: Moore v. Levi]
Legal: Phillippi v. CIA
[Legal: Military Audit v. Turner] [1-2]

Container 170
[Legal: Military Audit v. Turner] [3]
Legal: Reporters Committee v. Vance et al. (CA # 77-220) [1-3]

Container 171
Legal: US v. ATT [1-4]

Container 172
Legal: US v. the Progressive, Inc
Legal: US v. Frank W. Snepp, III
Legal: US v. Space Research Corp.
Legal: Westinghouse v. NRC
Legal: Zatko v. CFR

Container 173
Legal: Acuna v. US
Legal: Agron v. Carter
Legal: Barcelo v. Brown [1-3]
Legal: Bennett v. DOD - CIA [1-2]
Legal: Canadian Transport Co. v. U.S.
Legal: Columbia Daily Spectator v. CIA
Legal: DOE v. Plyler
Legal: Fitzgibbon v. CIA

Container 174
Legal: Gardels v. CIA - C.A. #78-733 (Oksenberg Affidavit) [1-4]

Container 175
Legal: Gardels v. CIA - C.A. #78-733 (Oksenberg Affidavit) [5-6]
Legal: Goldwater v. Carter [1-3]

**Container 176**
Legal: Goodlett v. Wilson
[Legal: Martin-Trigona, Anthony R.]
Legal: Halperin v. Colby
Legal: Halperin v. CIA
Legal: Halperin v. Department of State
Legal: Hawkins v. CIA
Legal: Jonak v. CIA
Legal: The Kampsies Case
Legal: KAPSA, Michael T. v. CIA Civil Action No. C-2-78-1062
Legal: Kissinger v. Reporters COM. (Freedom of Press)
Legal: Kilroy v. Prince of Wales
Legal: Klare v. NSC Civil Action No. 76-1996 [1]

**Container 177**
Legal: Klara v. NSC Civil Action No. 76-1996 [2-3]
Legal: Klaus v. NSC [1-4]

**Container 178**
Legal: David Klaus, et al. v. NSC/Brent Scowcroft
Legal: Kruh v. NSA
Legal: Liuzzo v. U.S.
Legal: Halperin v. NSC (C.A. No. 78-1858) [1-5]

**Container 179**
Legal: Halperin v. NSC (C.A. No. 78-1858) [6]
Legal: Halperin v. NSC and Kissinger (C.A. No. 75-0675) [1-5]

**Container 180**
Legal: Halperin v. NSC and Kissinger (C.A. No. 75-0675) [6-9]
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**Container 181**
Boutwell, Jeffrey
Consultant Salary 1977
Consultants - Military Panels
Contracts
Jagoda, Barry
Messenger Service
[Miscellaneous]
Miscellaneous Chron - [Information, Communications, and Situation Room Operations]
NCS 79-61 (Paula Dobriansky)
NSA0A22 (Anne Odom)
NSC 79-12 (Jeff Stone)
NSC 79-25 (Thomas Melia)
NSC 79-55 (Brian Jaffe)
NSC 79-58 (Thomas Leney)
NSC 79-59 (Thomas Wheelock)
NSC 79-60 (Nicholas Spiliotes)
NSC 79-62 (John VanOudenaren)
NSC 80-5 and 80-9 (Fred Sanderson)
NSC-r-17 (Jeanne W. Davis)
NSC-r-21 (Edward Fried)
NSC-r-22 (Jeanne W. Davis)
NSOA19 (Cynthia L. Lewis)
NSOA56 (Winston Haydon)
Office of Administration Items
Owen, Henry D.
Thomas, Jack E.
WSP-80-1 (Suzi Cioffi)

**Container 182**
Filing
Journal Vouchers FY 77
Travel Authorizations FY-1980 [1-2]
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